
T(n) =max (T(-1) +T(n-v) + oe)

If

r
=

n

So T(n)= cn + (n - 1) +(n -2) +...

=a(n2)



worst case reallyis in G(r)

Usually, things are botter.

Subproblems are same
site & vocurrence is

more like

T(n) =T(Vys) +T(2n/s) +8(n)
↑
it rt ("/s,2M/s]
④ 2 =1

④" z =1

x/)
⑲ E =H



# lovls =10g,,n
=0(log n)

T(n) =0 (n logn)
# full lovols =log, n

=

2 (logn)
T(n) =h (nlog n)
=>T(n) =0 (nlogn)



Modian solection

(in thisclass) dian:the
oloment atindex ("/]
after sorting

Hoars'61:(samo paper as
quicksort)

pivot

*04
runk

n<//2] so soarch
pe

leftside.

wood recursive calls to

accopta rank as a paramotor



Solection (formally):

Given All..n] AK, rotunn
oomont ofrank k

Clios in position kin
sorted order)

⑥
rank

ofpirot



worst-caso

T(n) =maxT (e) + 0(n)
1 -l=n - 1

T(n) =G(n)). if e =n - 1

each time

⑰
i

suppose l =x in for some
constanta <1

T(n) =T(an) + O(n)
n

a n·
on⑭



decreasing geometric...
T(n) =0(n)



Median of Modians
BFPRT '70s,

Divide inputinto T/]

↓locks of dements each.

Cassumon (5)

Find modian of each block.

Find modian ofthose medians

Cmom) using our algorithm

vocursively,
Use mom as the pivot.



MomSoloct (ALl..n],k):
moves rank keoment fo

position k C returns it.



Analysis

imagine...

LayoutA as a 5xTM7

grid,
Each column is one of

the blocks of 5.
smallest

Sout each columns ↓

biggest

sout collection of columns

by their modians.



-mom
mom > [(u/57/27 = block

modians
3 domonts =to each block
modion within a block

=> > ooments mom

=> nolomonts > mom

by symmetry, Indomonts
cmOm



So second call on

o domonts.

T(n) =T(n() +T(F) +8(n)

-
E =1

⑭ ⑰ 2 =I

/ I /1
① 80% a=

lovel:sums t.(9/10) in
T(n) =G(n)



Whys?
5 is odd
SO.n 3?

the second call would
have size

n - (2.(Y(z)/)
=2n/3

T(n) =T(Y(3)+T(2(b)
+G(n)

= f(nlogn)



Don'taso MomSoloct!

Pick a pivotuniformly
atrandom.
For both QuickSortO

Solacto

Expected time is Ologn]


